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VIBRAPHONE: THE FORGOTTEN INSTRUMENT OF AUSTRALIAN JAZZ 
  
by Garry Lee* 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
  

 
 
Garry Lee: one of a very small number of Australian vibists… 
 

rom the outset I must declare an interest. I am one of a very small number of 
Australian vibists and even smaller number who has released a CD recording 
as a leader in the last three decades. In my (somewhat biased) opinion the 

vibraphone is a very significant instrument in the history of jazz. 
  
However it is a fact that the vibraphone has featured very rarely at Australian jazz 
festivals and at Australian jazz clubs in recent times. I will endeavour to outline the 
instrument’s history in jazz and might make an argument that its legacy is at least as 
important as the electric guitar (an instrument I also play). Certainly there are far 
more guitarists worldwide than there are vibists. Obviously the fact that the guitar 
has been the pre-eminent instrument in rock & roll for over 60 years has meant so 
many more take up playing this instrument.  
 
However the vibraphone was being played in jazz before the introduction of the 
electric guitar (late 1930s) and the introduction of the solid body guitar in the early 
1950s. Vibists as leaders or co-leaders of significant bands and on significant 
recordings have left an important legacy. In the 1930s/40s we can imagine that the 
look and sound of the vibraphone made it a very “modern” instrument. 
_________________________________________________________ 

*Garry Lee is a leading Perth  jazz musician (vibraphone, guitar) and educator. He was a 
member of the WAAPA jazz staff when the program commenced in 1984 and now teaches 
in the WA secondary system. Garry was administrator of the WA Youth Jazz Orchestra, 
1984/85, and then Jazz Coordinator of WA from late 1985 to 1992.  
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In 1930 Louis Armstrong recorded Memories of You . In the corner of the studio 
there was a vibraphone and Louis asked drummer, Lionel Hampton (born 1908; died 
2002), if he could play it. Hamp sure could and provided an intro on vibes that 
started him on a career as the first significant vibraphonist in jazz. 
 

 
 
Encouraged by Louis Armstrong, Lionel Hampton (pictured above)  provided an 
intro on vibes that started him on a career as the first significant vibraphonist in 
jazz…PHOTO CREDIT WILLIAM P GOTTLIEB 
 
Benny Goodman introduced the concept of the “band within the band” – Benny on 
clarinet with Teddy Wilson (piano), Gene Krupa (drums) and Hamp at the vibes 
created history at the 1936 Carnegie Hall Concert with their quartet performance as 
part of the overall Benny Goodman Orchestra. Not only was the instrumentation 
novel but the line-up confronted the racial divide of the day: two African Americans 
(Teddy and Hamp) and two whites (Benny and Krupa). Hamp continued as a band 
leader until his death aged 94. 
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The Benny Goodman Quartet, L-R, Teddy Wilson (piano), Lionel Hampton (vibes), 
Gene Krupa (drums), Goodman (clarinet): this line-up confronted the racial divide 
of the day… 
 
The Musser company designed the definitive vibraphone for Hamp in the mid-1930s 
and today very little has changed in the design (Gary Burton streamlined the frame). 
Like the recipe for Coca Cola, the ratio of metals in the alloy for the bars remains a 
trade secret owned by Alcoa. Hamp played with the motor on fast thus providing a 
fast “vibrato”. Musically speaking it is not a vibrato but rather a tremolo – there is no 
alteration of pitch but as Gary Burton has noted, the word “vibraphone” sounds 
better than the word “tremolophone”. 
  
Hamp was a Swing Era vibist and the other great vibist of this era was Red Norvo. 
Norvo started on xylophone (the bars are wooden and there is no sustain pedal or 
motor).He moved to vibes permanently in the 1940s but did not use the motor. His 
jazz “chamber music” trio included guitarist Tal Farlow and bassist, Charles Mingus.  
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Without drums the trio proved popular and were featured on US TV in the 1950s. In 
1958 Red Norvo Quintet travelled to Australia accompanying Frank Sinatra. A 
recording of the Melbourne concert was released by Blue Note in the 
1990s.Trumpeter Paddy Fitzallan booked the local Melbourne horn section. 
 

  
  
One of my two favourite vibists, Milt Jackson (born 1923; died 1999) came to the fore 
in the bebop era. Milt, nicknamed “Bags”, played a Deagan vibraharp (same as a 
vibraphone but with a different name owing to patent law). Bags used a slower 
vibrato and mallets with bigger heads. These provided a big, rich tone. As part of 
Dizzy Gillespie’s big band of the late 1940s, he united with pianist John Lewis to  
 

 
 
The Modern Jazz Quartet: John Lewis (at the piano) then clockwise, Milt Jackson 
(vibes), Percy Heath (bass) and Connie Kay (drums)… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
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Milt Jackson: he toured Australia as a single in the early 1980s. Garry Lee recalls 
hearing him in Sydney with Paul McNamara, Dave Ellis and Alan Turnbull… 
PHOTO COURTESY TWITTER 
 
form the Modern Jazz Quartet. The MJQ was together for over 40 years and with 
Lewis’s interest in the music of J S Bach, provided a style of jazz that was very 
popular in concert halls throughout the world. I heard them at Sydney Town Hall in 
the 1970s before the completion of Sydney Opera House. Although MJQ is 
synonymous with the vibes, Milt Jackson also made many other recordings including 
with John Coltrane, Cannonball Adderley, Wes Montgomery, Oscar Peterson, Ray 
Charles, Monty Alexander and Ray Brown. Milt also toured Australia as a single in 
the early 1980s and I recall hearing him in Sydney with Paul McNamara, Dave Ellis 
and Alan Turnbull. Bob Sedergreen, Gary Costello and Allan Browne worked with 
him in Melbourne whilst in Perth, Mike Nelson (piano), Brian Bursey (double bass) 
and Glen Walsh (drums) backed Milt for Perth Jazz Society. These Australian venues 
were “jazz club” type venues rather that the concert hall setting. 
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My other favourite vibist is Bobby Hutcherson (born 1941; died 2016). Bobby was 
inspired to take up vibes after hearing a recording of Milt with Miles Davis playing 
Thelonious Monk’s Bemsha Swing. Bobby recorded about 40 albums as leader with 
some of the greats of the post-bop era – Freddie Hubbard, Woody Shaw, Dexter 
Gordon, Joe Henderson, Harold Land, Branford Marsalis, McCoy Tyner, Herbie 
Hancock, Chick Corea, Andrew Hill, Mulgrew Miller, Cedar Walton, Geri Allen, 
George Cables, Grant Green, Joey DeFrancesco, Ron Carter, Philly Joe Jones, Elvin 
Jones, Billy Higgins. In the early 2000s McCoy Tyner described Bobby Hutcherson 
as the “greatest living jazz improviser” and they recorded together many times from 
the late 1960s onwards. Bobby would say: “Music is not the image, it’s the reflection.” 
For an excellent insight into this artist google Reflections on Bobby Hutcherson; 
Lessons from a Master by Joe Gilman. Joe was Bobby’s pianist for the last ten years 
of his life. Sadly Hutch never made it to Australia. Bobby provides the harmonic 
textures on one of the landmark Blue Note recordings of the 1960s and all time – 
Eric Dolphy’s Out to Lunch. 
 

 
  
Garry Lee’s favourite vibist, Bobby Hutcherson: music is not the image, it’s the 
reflection… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
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Finally we come to the game changer for vibraphone – Gary Burton. Burton created a 
four mallet ‘pianistic’ approach to vibraphone and did not use the motor – ie no 
tremolo. On most instruments in jazz “technique” has been defined by classical 
musicians – classical music has been around that much longer. However the 
vibraphone – an instrument invented in the 1920s and initially used in vaudeville 
then jazz – was mainly played with two mallets. Burton defined the new approach of 
four mallets with the ability to play solo (his recording of Jobim’s Chega De Saudade 
illustrates this virtuosity – check YouTube). As a bandleader Burton frequently used 
guitar rather than piano but also recorded in a duet setting with pianists Chick Corea 
and Makoto Ozone. Burton and Corea toured Australia in 2000 and again in 2008 
this time performing with the state symphony orchestras in Perth and Sydney (a 
double CD was made with SSO). I also recall hearing Burton with Don Burrows and 
Judy Bailey plus bass (probably Ed Gaston) and drums (probably Alan Turnbull) and 
on another occasion with his own American band back in the 1970s. The guitarists 
Burton employed include Pat Metheny, John Abercrombie, John Scofield, Mick 
Goodrick and Julian Lage. 
 

 
  
The game changer for vibraphone Gary Burton, created a four-mallet ‘pianistic’ 
approach to vibraphone and did not use the motor… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
 
Burton’s approach and the ensuing transcriptions of his pieces has allowed classical 
percussionists to learn and perform some of his arrangements. This has occurred 
concurrently with a rise in compositions for contemporary classical marimba. The 
notion of four mallet playing has become the norm. I have exchanged some of my 
ideas on jazz vibraphone with London-based jazz drummer/percussionist/session 
musician/educator Paul Clarvis. Paul makes a significant point in that Burton’s 
transcribed four mallet pieces are technically difficult and therefore able to be 
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assessed at a tertiary institution. It is possible to assess a students’ improvement over 
a short period of time – say a semester. Paul further notes that it is far more difficult 
to assess “…the sound quality and phrasing of the jazz legends which takes years and 
years to develop by immersing oneself in the music.” He notes: “Gary Burton gave a 
certain classical pedigree to the instrument.” 
  
With respect to four mallet playing, I am extremely grateful to have attended Jamey 
Aebersold Clinics at Sydney Conservatorium in January 1981 and 1982 where Dave 
Samuels taught the four mallet jazz technique of Gary Burton. My relationship with 
Dave extends beyond the clinics. Having moved to Perth in late 1983 I was successful 
with an application to the WA Arts Council to study in NYC with Dave in Jan/Feb 
1985. In the time I was there he went on the road with the band Spyro Gyra. In his 
absence and on his recommendation I took a couple of lessons with David Friedman.  
 

 
 
Dave Samuels: he now has Alzheimer’s and is confined to a nursing home… 
 
I was fortunate to hear the duo of Friedman and Samuels – Double Image. This 
mallet duo had one play vibes as the other played marimba with them swapping 
instruments. Transcriptions of their pieces are available and have become standard 
for jazz and classical mallet players to perform especially in a university setting. I was 
also able to persuade the Festival of Perth to present Dave and English pianist, John 
Taylor in the early 1990s. Dave also appeared for Perth Jazz Society in 2009 playing 
my vibes. We performed together with Dave moving to marimba. Sadly Dave now has 
Alzheimer’s and is confined to a nursing home. 
  
I might mention two US bands that enjoyed success in the 1970s/80s/90s. Samuels 
frequently guested with Spyro Gyra before joining permanently and has a marimba 
solo on their “hit” Morning Dance. The style of jazz is fusion and probably best 
known today as “smooth jazz”. In the US the band was very popular but they have 
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never toured Australia. According to Samuels they would perform before audiences 
of thousands  – ie the size of audience reserved for rock bands in Australia. The other 
band was led by vibist Mike Mainieri, Steps Ahead. With the style very much fusion, 
the band has included some stellar musicians including Mike Brecker, Eddie Gomez 
and Warren Bernhardt. Again the band has never toured Australia. 
  

 
 
Mike Mainieri, leader of the group Steps Ahead… 
 
Three other vibists who have been influential over the last 50 years are Cal Tjader 
who did so much to popularize latin jazz from the late 1950s; Vic Feldman, the 
Englishman who moved to US and doubled vibes with piano working with 
Cannonball Adderley, Miles Davis, Wes Montgomery and many others; Roy Ayers 
who is a “father”  of a sub-genre called “acid jazz” – I enjoyed listening to and 
meeting Roy at a Harlem venue called Mikell’s in 1985 and being the only non-
African American in the venue. 
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Other vibists who have been influential over the last 50 years include Cal Tjader 

(above) who popularized latin jazz from the late 1950s; and Vic Feldman (below on 

drums), the Englishman who moved to US and doubled vibes with piano… FELDMAN 

PHOTO COURTESY JIM GODBOLT THE WORLD OF JAZZ 
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So what about Australian jazz vibists? 
 
Incredibly the most unknown and probably most successful was Adelaide-born, Jack 
Brokensha (1926-2010). Jack, along with fellow Adelaide jazz musicians, Errol 
Buddle and Bryce Rohde travelled to Canada and the US in the early 1950s and 
became the Australian Jazz Quartet or Quintet (AJQ) working on the same bill as 
Miles Davis, Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers and many others - see the superb 
two part essay on Adelaide saxophonist Errol Buddle*.  
 

 
 
Jack Brokensha, the most unknown and probably most successful Australian jazz 
vibist… PHOTO COURTESY SYDNEY MORNING HERALD 
 
After a national tour of Australia in 1958 the AJQ disbanded. Jack returned to 
Detroit opening a jazz club and working as a session musician. In the latter capacity 
Jack worked on many of the Tamla Motown recordings of the 1960s. On this iconic 
black American label the vibraphone we hear was played by a guy born in Adelaide, 
South Australia; try telling this story to any local pop band putting together a 
Motown tribute format. 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
*The two-part Errol Buddle Story is on this site.  Part I is at this link 
https://www.ericmyersjazz.com/essays-6, and Part II is at this link 
https://www.ericmyersjazz.com/essays-8 

https://www.ericmyersjazz.com/essays-6
https://www.ericmyersjazz.com/essays-8
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Probably Australia’s most well-known jazz vibist is the late John Sangster (1928-
1995). Sango enjoyed a career that had him touring Europe with Graeme Bell on 
drums and cornet, performing latin jazz on vibes with Don Burrows and playing 
almost every style of jazz from traditional, swing, post-bop modal and avant-garde. 
Sango is synonymous with the Kings Cross jazz club, El Rocco and the many 
experimental projects that took place there. He actually lived above the club in the 
1960s.  
 

 
 
John Sangster: his two albums of the 1970s, Australia and All That Jazz Vol 1 & 2, 
were significant for really creating an Australian jazz style… PHOTO COURTESY 
AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
 
A prolific jazz composer, he recorded many albums including those inspired by 
Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings (long before the movie). His sidemen included many of 
Australia’s finest jazz soloists of the 1960s and beyond – Don Burrows, Bob Barnard, 
Graeme Lyall, Errol Buddle, George Golla, Ed Gaston, Tony Gould. Sango’s two 
albums of the 1970s – Australia and All That Jazz Vol 1 & 2 – were significant, in my 
opinion, for really creating an Australian jazz style and with the vibraphone, played 
by Sango, as a major “voice” for the music. A very important and enjoyable jazz vibes 
album from 1977 featured Sango and fellow vibist Alan Lee - Double Vibes: Hobbit. 
With Alan on vibes, Sango doubled marimba and vibes. 
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John Sangster on vibes, with Alan Lee in the background: they recorded the Double 
Vibes: Hobbit album, a very important and enjoyable jazz vibes album…PHOTO 
CREDIT MARTIN KORITAK COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 
 

 
  
Alan Lee: a significant bandleader in Melbourne, Sydney and Perth… PHOTO CREDIT 
STEVE ROBERTSON 
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Although we share the same surname and instrument, Alan and I are not related. He 
lived in Perth from about 1989 until 2000 before returning to Melbourne. In Perth, 
Alan led a band with guitarist Tim Van Der Kuil. (Today Tim is guitarist and MD for 
a famous British pop singer, Adele). Alan and I got to play together many times in 
Perth. A recording we made of an original blues of mine – Dunsborough Blues – 
became confusing for some broadcasters who thought it was the same guy – c’mon 
Alan plays a Deagan and I play a Musser! Upon returning to Melbourne Alan 
recorded with pianist Jo Stafford,  Music of John Lewis (Move 2006). In the 1960s 
Alan was a significant bandleader in Melbourne with musicians including Bob 
Sedergreen and Ted Vining in his bands. 
 
In 1995, with Alan & Graeme Lyall living in Perth, I was successful in obtaining an 
Australian Council grant for Sango, Bob & Len Barnard, Chris Qua and Tony Gould 
to fly to Perth. Sadly John passed away before the concert but AC allowed us to 
proceed with the concert of exclusively Sango tunes. Lots of fun with Tony acting as 
MD. The Last Will and Testament of John Sangster (2002 Move Records) consists of 
15 Sangster compositions not previously recorded with Ian Bloxsom on vibes. 
 

 
  
Other Australian vibists I am aware of are Sid Edwards from Sydney. I recall hearing 
Sid with guitarist Peter Boothman in the early 1970s. He showed himself to be very 
much influenced by Milt Jackson and continues to be a strong advocate for our 
instrument. 
 
Craig Beard from Melbourne is a fine four mallet technician who, like me, studied 
with Dave Samuels. He works with the band, Frock, and they have toured Europe 
and Asia and released several fine original albums including Caught Gesture, Tales 
of Olive Groves and 2009’s Father, Son and Holy Ghost – a tribute to Don Walker, 
Neil Finn and Nick Cave. Curiously I am not sure they have appeared at many 
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Australian jazz festivals which I find somewhat bewildering. In 2001 I appeared as a 
single at Singapore Jazz Festival and Frock were also featured and well received. 
American-born Glenn Henrich lived in Adelaide before moving to Sydney. Glenn also 
plays saxes, clarinet and flute but released a 1999 CD - Vibes. Thanks to Artistic 
Director, the late John Speight, Glenn and I appeared together on two vibes at the 
Thredbo Jazz Festival in 2002. In fact John was certainly one jazz festival director 
who did try to include vibraphone at his events. 
 
Daryl Pratt, also US-born, is another fine vibist. He is Senior Lecturer in Percussion 
at Sydney Conservatorium and blends his interest in jazz with contemporary classical 
music including the CD with David Jones AtmaSphere Flying (Tall Poppies 1993). 
Sydney vibist Bernard Winetroube released Back Here For The First Time in 2004 
with special guests George Golla (gtr) and John Morrison (drms). Andrew Wilkie 
guested on vibes and marimba on Don Reid’s To The River Again (Do-Re-Me 1998) 
and Dale Gorfinkel plays vibes on Big Sea’s 2010 release Arrow (Jazzgroove). 
Gary France, also US-born, is proficient on drum kit, symphonic percussion but has 
recently concentrated on jazz latin vibes. 
 

 
 
US-born Daryl Pratt: another fine vibist, he is Senior Lecturer in Percussion at 
Sydney Conservatorium and blends his interest in jazz with contemporary classical 
music… 
 
I am sure there are others who have recorded jazz vibraphone CDs in the last quarter 
century but I have no details. 
  
So what is the state of jazz vibraphone today? Of the significant five great players 
four have died and Burton has retired from performing owing to health reasons. 
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The leading players in the US include Stefon Harris, Joe Locke, Warren Wolf, Steve 
Nelson and emerging vibist, Joel Ross. Tony Miceli runs a jazz vibraphone web site 
and performs with David Friedman on occasions. Ed Saindon is a wonderful four 
mallet player who plays from the tradition and lives in Boston. Mark Sherman is a 
NYC vibist who is definitely worth listening to. 
 

 
 
Stefon Harris (pictured above), and Joe Locke (pictured below with the great Gary 
Burton) are two of the leading vibists in the US currently… 
 

 
 
Smalls Jazz Club in Greenwich Village recently presented two nights of Monte Croft 
Quartet. It is possible to livestream gigs at Smalls for no cost and I thoroughly 
enjoyed a Friday night’s Croft performance recently whilst having my Saturday 
morning breakfast in Perth. Australian jazz guitarist JC Stylles (Jason Campbell) 
regularly leads a five piece band at Smalls called “Bobby Hutcherson Project” (clips 
on YouTube). This band features Steve Nelson. Jason informs me that Smalls have a 
vibraphone on site. 
  
However it would appear that at both the secondary and tertiary level, the 
institutionalization of jazz education specifically and music education generally has 
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seen that students of vibes commence as students of percussion. They will learn 
drum kit, tympani and tuned percussion that includes xylophone, marimba, 
glockenspiel and vibes. The school, university or college will have the instruments on 
site. In Perth at the three schools where I currently teach (guitar and jazz combo) 
there are quality instruments that I have been responsible for acquiring and 
obviously at WAAPA and Uni of WA there are similarly quality instruments. In 
Australia there is a very small market for second-hand quality vibraphones and the 
cost of a new instrument is prohibitive and dependent upon the US dollar exchange 
rate. In Australia a vibraphone that might be used professionally – Musser, Yamaha 
– will generally cost AUD$10,000 or more brand new. There is also the problem of 
transporting the instrument – I have owned vans since the 1970s. To disassemble the 
instrument at home and assemble the instrument on the gig and reverse the process 
after the gig is challenging – my Musser fits in my van assembled. 
  
So here we have a catch 22 – few privately owned instruments so therefore few 
working vibists in jazz so the instrument suffers from an enormous lack of exposure 
especially at Australian jazz festivals and in jazz venues. Apart from the Luxembourg 
vibist, Pascale Schumacher, I am unaware of any vibist to lead an ensemble at 
Australia’s longest running preeminent festival, Wangaratta Jazz Festival since its 
inception nearly 30 years ago. The only US vibist of note to appear at Wang was 
Steve Nelson with Dave Holland Quintet in 2007. 
 

 
 
Steve Nelson: he was the only US vibist of note to appear at Wangaratta, with Dave 
Holland Quintet in 2007... 
  
As I noted at the outset I am totally biased, but when I have seen and heard the 
vibraphone in a jazz festival or club context it seems to be always a positive 
experience. I should say from my own experience that my performances in these 
contexts have likewise always provided a positive experience. As someone who has 
been involved in programming jazz in a festival or concert environment, I have 
always tried to create variety and contrast while at all times aiming for the highest 
standard. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
Garry Lee (b.1951) migrated from England to Sydney in 1957 with his extended 
family. His uncle, Nigel Lee, played jazz piano in Sydney in the late 1950s. In 1968 
Garry started playing guitar, bought his first MJQ record, heard Louis Armstrong 
at the Sydney Stadium and Don Burrows Quartet at the Supper Club, Wentworth 
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Hotel. In 1969 he acquired a glockenspiel, led a band playing mainly blues and 
heard John Sangster at Sydney Town Hall on two occasions supporting rock group, 
Tully. Soon after he heard and met Alan Lee at French’s Tavern. After dropping out 
of university in 1972, Garry worked as a postman for 11 years while studying jazz 
guitar with George Golla and leading jazz bands that at various times included Phil 
Scorgie (electric  bass), Harry Rivers (drums/percussion/vocals), Graham Cox 
(guitar) and guests such as Willie Qua and guitarists Ned Sutherland, Peter 
Boothman and Steve Murphy. He started teaching guitar from a music school in 
Epping from 1974. In 1975 Garry bought a Deagan Electra Vibe from vibist John 
Leslie (who owned a top of the range Musser Century vibes). 
 
In the early 1980s Garry attended the Jamey Aebersold Jazz Clinics held each year 
at the Sydney Conservatorium for a week in January. He learnt the “Burton Grip” – 
four mallet vibes technique – from Dave Samuels and also learnt the systematised 
jazz improvisation techniques of Professor David Baker and Hal Galper. Prior to 
moving to Perth in late 1983, Garry played vibes in a band led by legendary jazz 
vocalist, Joe (Bebop) Lane. Also in the band were Ed D’Amico (US trumpeter), Paul 
Andrews (alto sax), Peter Boothman (guitar), Steve Elphick (double bass) and 
Dennis Sutherland (drums). 
 
In 1984 Garry became the youngest member of the inaugural Jazz staff at WAAPA 
(and gave up his career at Australia Post). Following a commission from the 
Australian Bicentenary Authority in 1988, Garry released two CDs in 1992 of 
almost entirely original repertoire – I Mean You; Reflections of Western Australia 
1788-1988. These were WA’s first jazz CDs.  A follow up CD in 1995 – West Coast 
Blues – featured vocalist, June Newman and in 2002 he released a CD of entirely 
original repertoire,  Retrospective Lee. 
 

 
 
Garry Lee (right) pictured with broadcaster Steve Robertson (left) and the US 
pianist Dave McKenna (centre)  in the mid-80s in the studios of 6UVS (now 6RTR 
FM) in Perth... PHOTO COURTESY STEVE ROBERTSON 
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In 1993 Garry won an Australian Jazz Award (Miscellaneous Category) for his 
vibes playing. 
 
In 1998 Garry was awarded a Churchill Fellowship to continue studying jazz 
vibraphone in US. He studied with bebop vibes legend, Charlie Shoemake in 
California and four mallet vibist Ted Piltzecker in NYC as well as taking single 
lessons with Stefon Harris and Joe Locke. 
 

 
 
In 1998 Garry studied with bebop vibes legend Charlie Shoemake (above) in 
California… 
 
Garry has continually led jazz bands in Perth performing for Perth Jazz Society, 
Jazz Fremantle and at Ellington where he will mainly play vibes but also guitar. 
Since 1994 Garry has taught extensively in Perth secondary schools and continues 
to enjoy this role today. Students he has taught and mentored have progressed to 
WAAPA, James Morrison Academy and Monash University. 
 
Garry has had many other roles in jazz in WA: Assistant Band Booker,  Perth Jazz 
Society 1984; Administrator of WA Youth Jazz Orchestra 1984/85; WA Jazz 
Coordinator late 1985-1992; jazz broadcaster 1988-1994; jazz writer West 
Australian newspaper 1993-2010; co-founder and artistic adviser of Jazz Guitar 
Society of WA 1989 to present; President, Australasian Section, International 
Association of Jazz Educators, 1993-96; Artistic Director of Jacaranda Jazz at 
Houghton Winery, 1993-2001; WA representative to Australian Jazz Alliance; 
Artistic Director, Bunbury International Jazz Festival, 2008. 


